
Janice Khang

Tools
Figma

Sketch

InVision

ProtoPie

Principle

Zeplin

Origami

Adobe XD

Adobe Illustrator

Adobe After Effects

Adobe InDesign

HTML/CSS/JS

Python

Research
Qualitative Research

Quantitative Research

Journey Mapping

Iterative Prototyping

Usability Testing

Competitive Audit

A/B Testing

Language
English

Korean

Education
Rhode Island 

School of Design

Providence, RI

BFA in Graphic Design

Minor in Computation

Brown University

Providence, RI

Coursework in 

Computer Science / 

Sociology

janicekhang.com Linkedin janicekhang9@gmail.com

Experience

Tesla—UX Designer
Austin, TX | MAY 2022-SEP 2022 | Internship

 Designed a global component that supports 65+ use cases from one architecture by analyzing 

discrepancies in the existing design library across 15+ products. Increased adaptability and 

accessibility using Figma features like auto-layout and variant properties
 Maintained the design system by hosting design reviews with peers, running usability testing, 

presenting to the stakeholders, and supporting active consumers through weekly office hours. 
Crafted logic and usage guidelines for the design solutions.

Wish—Product Designer
San Francisco, CA | SEP 2021-DEC 2021 | Internship

 Designed and iterated on the hi-fidelity user flow for checkout and payment experience for the 

Latin American market to meet the needs of internationalization and localizatio
 Conducted UXR methodologies such as A/B testing, quantitative/qualitative data synthesis, 

competitive audit, and more in the design process to identify pain points

Pangea—Product Designer
Providence, RI | JUN 2021-SEP 2021 | Internship

 Designed Pangea's atomic design system from scratch and shipped 20+ global components to 

increase compatibility and usability across Web/IOS applications.
 Conducted user research with 15 active users and usability tests with 5 active users to analyze 

pain points within a newly released feature. Designed and ran sprints to craft new interaction 

patterns and increased unique visitors by 1K+.

Wix—Visual Designer
New York, NY | JUN 2020-SEP 2020 | Internship

 Accelerated traffic by 187% and revenue by 140% after the launch of a redesign for merchandise 

e-commerce. Designed end-to-end responsive web experience from storefront, PDP, checkout, 

and post-checkout directly communicating with the founders
 Led a marketing strategy directly with the founders of an oral care brand. Delivered visual 

assets of an interactive website, an animation, a banner, and a social media feed. 

side projects

Brown U. Entrepreneurship Program—Team Lead
 Co-led advertising/branding team at Brown University Entrepreneurship Program
 Impact: Increase in social media engagement by ~150% and event sign-ups by ~30% / Doubled 

the team members / managed 5+ designers across 20+ projects per semester.

Adobe Creative Jam
 Designed and researched complete wireframes of a third-party streaming platform for OTT 

media services in 48 hours to encourage conversation and connection between users
 Impact: Recognized by Adobe and Netflix by placing top 6% among 600 participants

https://www.janicekhang.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/janice-khang/
https://www.brownentrepreneurship.com/

